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WELCOME TO FLEXJET



Aspen, St. Barts, London, Paris – cosmopolitan centers of art and culture and breath-
taking landscapes positioned across the globe are now closer than ever before. Your 
journeys, wherever they may take you, begin here.

Private aviation is exclusive by design, but not all providers are created equal. As 
you will soon discover, the Flexjet approach to exceptional flying experiences is un-
matched. We pride ourselves on upholding the highest standards across all aspects 
of private travel, from aircraft maintenance to pilot experience. Among the exclusive, 
we strive to be the elite.

Exceptional service is at the core of our collective DNA. We maintain an unwavering 
commitment to service in everything that we do, taking care of every detail before, 
during, and after each flight. We even get to know your preferences to anticipate 
any personal travel needs. Our dedicated Owner Experience teams are true private 
aviation experts. Each works with our experienced Operations Control Center to 
provide oversight, coordination, and planning. Whether you prefer a vintage wine or 
special meal, car service or specific airport, your Owner Experience team will make 
your travel experience flawless. 

You also have access to our growing network of branded private terminals, which 
includes current locations in White Plains, New York; Naples, Florida; and West Palm 
Beach, Florida, with future locations in Teterboro, New Jersey; Scottsdale, Arizona; 
and Dallas, Texas.

This manual is designed to be an at-a-glance reference point for common travel 
inquiries. Should you need additional information, your Owner Experience team is 
available 24/7 to enhance your ownership experience and answer any questions that 
may arise. So, sit back, relax and rest assured that every detail will be handled with 
the utmost care.
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BOOKING A TRIP

Your Owner Experience team makes it easy to book a trip by phone or email. In 
addition, you can make a reservation anytime via flexjet.com or the Flexjet mobile 
app. If you prefer to schedule a flight by email or phone, simply contact your Owner 

Experience team. The following is required when scheduling a flight:

PERSONAL INFORMATION AND IDENTIFICATION

>  Owner name and aircraft type

>  Verification that scheduler is authorized to book, modify or cancel trips

>  Legal name and birth date for all passengers

> Passport, visa and any additional information required for international travel

>  Contact phone number of lead passenger  

FLIGHT INFORMATION

>  Date and time of flight

>  Departure and destination cities or airports

OTHER

>  Baggage (including golf bags, skis or oversized pieces)

>  Medical conditions or other relevant health-related information

>  Any passengers requiring assistance to enter and exit the aircraft

>  Pets traveling on the flight

>  Catering requests

>  Information regarding dietary restrictions or food allergies 

> Important occasions or events 

>  Ground transportation details 
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YOUR ITINERARY

Your Owner Experience team will send you each itinerary via email. For flights booked 
on the Flexjet mobile app or flexjet.com, a confirmation itinerary will be sent to you 
directly. Whether you schedule by phone, on flexjet.com, or using the Flexjet mobile 
app, your Owner Experience team will provide you with an itinerary seconds after your 
flight is booked. Once received, please review for accuracy and contact your Owner 
Experience team right away with any questions or adjustments.

TRIP CHANGES AND CANCELL ATIONS

We’re frequent travelers, too, so we understand that schedules can change quickly 
and without warning. Should you need to cancel or reschedule a flight, we politely 
ask that you notify your Owner Experience team as soon as possible, as charges may 
be incurred for trip changes made less than four hours before a domestic flight (for 
international travel considerations, please see chapter five). Please speak with your 
Owner Experience team or refer to your contract for specific cancellation policies 
and information.
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THE FLEXJET MOBILE APP

THE OWNER EXPERIENCE, CLOSE AT HAND.

We’ve brought the world-class Flexjet standard of service to your mobile device. The 
Flexjet app allows you to book flights, view and manage your account information, 
view your hours balance and even share travel itineraries via email or text. Plus, you 
can order catering, request ground transportation and get real-time travel notifica-
tions for your upcoming trips. 

The Flexjet app shares details such as your assigned aircraft’s previous destination 
and allows you to quickly re-book a previous trip. In addition, you can connect with 
both your Owner Experience team and your Sales Vice President. It is our goal to 
make every avenue of communication available to you, so that you may contact us 
when and how you prefer. 

To gain access to your account information via the Flexjet app, simply call your Owner 
Experience team or email app@flexjet.com to request login credentials. The Flexjet 
mobile app is available for download from the App Store and Google Play.

App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., Registered in the U.S. and other countries.  
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. 
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

View your billing history, flight-hour  usage and account balance.

TRIP PL ANNING

View flight requests, flight-time estimates and research upcoming  

destinations.

PILOT PHOTOS

See a photo of your pilot before  you arrive at your FBO.

INTERACTIVE CATERING MENU

Order catering for you and your guests with a few simple taps.

TRIP EDIT

Edit the date and time of your trip, arrival and departure locations,  

passengers, catering selections, and the type of aircraft requested.

REAL-TIME UPDATES

Receive pertinent pre-flight information, including a detailed itinerary, 

directions to airport FBO, aircraft tail number and weather.

SIMPLE REFERRALS

Refer someone who would like to learn more about Flexjet and earn 

rewards, too.

TAP TO CALL

Your Owner Experience team is always just a tap away.

FLEXJET APP KEY FEATURES
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TRAVELING WITH PETS
We understand that your pet is a member of the family. As a pet-friendly provider, 
we’re happy to allow your companion to travel comfortably in the cabin of your aircraft.

REGUL ATIONS REGARDING THE TRANSPORTATION OF PETS ON BOARD  

PRIVATE AIRCRAFT:

> Pets must be secured by a safety belt or animal carrier during taxi, takeoff 
and landing

> Pets must be kept clear of both standard and emergency exits at all times

> If you will be traveling with multiple pets, please advise your Owner 
Experience team. Limitations may apply.

Pets can be secured via pet harness (through the seat belt), leash (through the seat 
belt), or animal carrier that is secured as baggage for taxi, takeoff and landing. If you 
are planning to transport a pet, please notify your Owner Experience team to ensure 
that an FAA-approved pet safety harness will be available for your flight. Small pets 
(similar in size or weight to a child under the age of two) may be carried in your lap 
for taxi, takeoff and landing. The number of pets that may travel with you is depen-
dent upon the size and limitations associated with your specific aircraft, so please no-
tify your Owner Experience team in advance.  

When scheduling a trip, you can request to have toys, treats or other items on board 
your aircraft for your pets to enjoy in flight. Also, to help make your pet feel more com-
fortable, we recommend packing a few items with familiar scents of home to keep 
your furry friend at ease.
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BAGGAGE

FAA REGUL ATIONS

For your safety, FAA regulations require that baggage property be properly restrained 
according to the following guidelines:

>  Property must be secured using a safety belt or tie down with enough  
strength to prevent shifting under normal ground and flight conditions, 
including turbulence.

>  Property must be within load or weight limits on the seats or floor where  
it is located.

>  Property must be stored so that it does not obstruct access to or use of  
any exits, regular or emergency.

>  Property must not obstruct the aisleway between the crew and passenger 
compartment.

>  Property must be properly stowed during taxi, takeoff and landing.

TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE ITEMS

We recommend that you advise your crew of any items in your baggage that are 
temperature-sensitive, liquid, fragile, or sealed so that these items can be placed in 
the appropriate compartment.

COMPARTMENT PRESSURIZATION & HEATING

Pressurized and heated baggage compartments allow you and your passengers to 
have convenient access to your items during flight. Ask your Owner Experience team 
about the compartment space and features available in your aircraft.
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FIREARMS

Please advise your Owner Experience team if you plan to transport firearms of any 
type and be prepared to present all applicable permits to your crew. For your safety, 
firearms must be unloaded and secured in a passenger-provided, hard-sided contain-
er that will accept external locks. Ammunition must be packed separately. Firearms 
must be stored in an exterior baggage compartment, inaccessible to passengers 
during flight. If the configuration of the aircraft is such that an exterior baggage 
compartment is not available, the crew will secure each hard-sided container with 
a Flexjet-provided lock for the duration of your flight. 

EXCESS BAGGAGE HANDLING

Please notify your Owner Experience team if you are planning a ski, golf, surfing 
or scuba diving trip and will be transporting sporting equipment that may exceed 
normal capacity. Although you are financially responsible for the delivery of extra 
items to your final destination, your Owner Experience team will assist you in 
arranging shipment.
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OVERSIZED BAGGAGE
Several factors determine whether oversized items will fit on your aircraft. Your 
Owner Experience team can provide insight regarding how much baggage your 
aircraft can accommodate.

OVERSIZED ITEMS MAY INCLUDE:

>  Golf equipment

>  Artwork

>  Furniture

>  Sporting equipment

>  Ski equipment

>  Hard-sided cases and travel trunks

>  Scuba gear

>  Surfboards

>  Other irregular items

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Flexjet crew members will monitor all materials and items that travel on board your 
aircraft. Many common items can become dangerous when transported in conditions 
where temperature and pressure changes can present safety hazards.
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THE FOLLOWING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MAY NOT BE TRANSPORTED:

>  Fireworks (signal flares, sparklers or other explosives)

>  Flammable liquids or solids (fuel, paints, lighter refills and matches)

>  Pressurized containers (spray cans, butane fuel, scuba tanks, propane tanks,  
CO2 cartridges and self-inflating rafts)

>  Weapons (gunpowder, tear gas and pepper spray)

>  Other hazardous materials (gasoline-powered tools, wet-cell batteries, 
camping equipment with fuel, radioactive materials, poisons and infectious 
substances)

While hazardous materials are prohibited in baggage and cannot be carried on board, 
there are exceptions for personal care, medical needs, sporting equipment, and items 
used to support accessibility. 

THESE EXCEPTIONS INCLUDE:

>  Personal care items with hazardous materials (flammable perfume and 
aerosols totaling less than 75 oz. The contents of each container may not 
exceed 16 oz.) 

>  Matches and butane lighters may be carried only on your person.  
“Strike-anywhere” matches and lighters with flammable liquid or lighter 
fluid cannot be transported.

>  Dry ice (four pounds or less) may be used for packaging perishables and 
may be carried on board the aircraft as long as the package is ventilated.

>  Electric wheelchairs may be transported if the battery is dismounted.

>  FAA-approved Portable Oxygen Concentrators (POC) may be brought on 
board. Please contact your Owner Experience team for specific requirements.
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SAFETY

Safety and security are essential traveling companions. This is precisely why Flexjet 
is committed to a proactive approach to safety-risk management with a highly ad-
vanced, FAA-certified Safety Management System at its core. This comprehensive 
system-wide program, which goes far above and beyond FAA requirements, relies 
on formal processes, policies, proprietary data, and trained experts to help govern a 
strategically structured safety environment.

Of all the safety layers that Flexjet methodically employs, the most unique part of our 
culture is its adherence to voluntary reporting. Unlike other organizations, our culture 
promotes open reporting of potential issues with no fear of reprisal. Furthermore, 
Flexjet is in constant communication with its pilots and workforce regarding safety 
protocols and any abnormalities that are experienced are immediately assessed and 
addressed without regard to potential financial consequences.

MEDAIRE

Fly anywhere with complete peace of mind. Each Flexjet flight is supported by 
MedAire, which grants our Owners access to Level 1 trauma services all over the 
world, 365 days a year. With more than 80,000 approved facilities, you’re never 
far from help should a medical emergency arise. All Flexjet aircraft are enabled to 
receive in-flight assistance and advice. Additionally, our large-cabin aircraft carry 
advanced medical kits on board. 
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SANITATION AND CLEANLINESS 

We are focused on taking every possible precaution to ensure the health, safety, 
and well-being of both our Owners and employees. We continue to treat our entire 
fleet of aircraft, offices, and facilities around the world with an FAA-approved and 
EPA-registered antimicrobial solution that not only disinfects upon application but 
continues to do so for up to one year. In addition, each of our aircraft is thoroughly 
disinfected before and after each flight. 

DETROIT EXECUTIVE GROUP (DEG)

DEG is a certified level IV security operation providing comprehensive air and ground 
security services for executives, VIPs, celebrities, and their personnel. DEG manages 
a nationwide network of former military operatives, retired law enforcement and 
off-duty officers with advanced training in personal protection services. Its diverse 
portfolio of services is scalable for a variety of situations and environments both do-
mestic and international. DEG is highly experienced with the unique needs of private 
and VIP aircraft security and is capable of adding an additional level of protection to 
Secret Service and State Department security details.
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20+ CONSECUTIVE FAA DIAMOND AWARDS

Only Flexjet has earned the Federal Aviation Administration’s coveted Diamond Award 
of Excellence for over 20 consecutive years. To qualify for this prestigious honor, an 
operator’s maintenance technicians must pass specialized, continuous training in a 
variety of aircraft systems, regulations and FAA rules over a 12-month period. Twice 
as many Flexjet technicians have completed this training than was necessary for the 
award. No other private jet provider has earned more Diamond Awards than Flexjet. 

ARGUS PL ATINUM RATING SINCE 2014

Since 2014, Flexjet has earned consecutive biennial Platinum ratings, the highest 
rating possible from ARGUS—the most prestigious and demanding aviation safety 
assessment organization in the US. ARGUS sponsors the aviation industry’s most 
accurate and detailed third-party due diligence system.

SAFETY RECOGNITION
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CONSECUTIVE AIR CHARTER SAFETY FOUNDATION INDUSTRY AUDIT 

STANDARD RATING (ACSF-IAS)

Flexjet was the first in the world to meet the increasingly stringent Industry Audit 
Standard (IAS) of the Air Charter Safety Foundation (ACSF)—perhaps the most 
rigorous standard for fractional operators. 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD FOR BUSINESS AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS (IS-BAO) 

STAGE 2 AWARD

Flexjet is IS-BAO Stage 2 compliant based upon a global, voluntary code of best 
practices centered around a Safety Management System. The International Standard 
for Business Aircraft Operations represents the global benchmark of safety excellence, 
and being IS-BAO registered reflects some of the highest safety standards worldwide.
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AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 
Fanatical attention to detail is what Flexjet is known for – even behind the scenes. 
Through advanced facilities, comprehensive training and support, and a culture fo-
cused on ensuring that all aircraft meet the highest benchmarks for care and upkeep, 
our technicians maintain each part of every aircraft to exacting specifications. Aircraft 
feature highly complex operating systems and preventing aircraft failures in any one 
of these systems is the first step toward passenger and crew safety.

Here again, Flexjet exceeds FAA regulations that mandate and govern maintenance 
requirements. Where other providers rely on unfamiliar third-party resources, we 
perform scheduled maintenance using our own dedicated FAA Part 145-Certified 
Repair Stations in Dallas, TX and White Plains, NY. In addition to these two facilities, 
we also have dedicated labor across the country.

MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES:

> Comprehensive Operations Control Center specialized by fleet 

>  200,000+ hours of maintenance performed per year

>  Dedicated factory engineering and field service on site 

>  Fixed facilities and mobile repair teams for full-systems coverage 

OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
Modeled after NASA’s Mission Control Center, ours is a state-of-the-art, centralized 
Operations Control Center (OCC) that runs around the clock. The OCC provides re-
al-time data concerning trip schedules, aircraft availability, weather and flight tracking, 
allowing for instantaneous overview of the day-to-day operation.

Our OCC houses 75+ full-time crew schedulers, flight planners, maintenance con-
trollers, and pilot managers on duty. These individuals review trips constantly and 
coordinate with flight crews to ensure continuous operational safety and success. 

Our advanced proprietary scheduling software ensures the fulfillment of each Owner 
trip request based on aircraft availability, Owner preference, crew schedules, crew 
training and weather conditions.

Flexjet requires all maintenance personnel to be FAA-Certified/Licensed 
Airframe and Powerplant technicians or hold a Repairman Certificate when 
operating under the control of the FAR Part 145 Certified Repair Station.
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PILOT QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING

Among the most meticulously trained experts in aviation, Flexjet pilots exceed the 
highest levels of competency, proficiency, professionalism and expertise. Each is 
type-rated in their assigned aircraft and trained to perform safely in all terrains, 
environments and situations.

Far exceeding the industry norm, all Flexjet pilots are Captain-qualified, each holds 
an Airline Transport Pilot Certificate (ATP), and all average over 10,000 hours of 
flight time. Our training curriculum includes three pilot training exercises each year, 
which is 300% of FAA requirements. First Officers are trained to Captain standards 
and undergo Recurrent Simulator Training and FAA Checkrides every six months. No 
other fractional company measures up to these exceedingly high criteria.

To ensure performance and safety at this level, our pilots are taught by in-house flight 
instructors in our dedicated training facility. Each flight instructor is line qualified in 
their assigned aircraft, meaning they rotate from flight training to line flying every 
other month. This process leverages the highest level of ‘real world’ operating experi-
ence and further cultivates a culture of safety among Flexjet pilots. Additionally, our 
proprietary training oversight program allows us to effectively monitor and maintain 
the Flexjet safety standard.

PILOT MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:

>  2,500 hours of total fixed-wing time* 

>  500 hours of turbine time

>  500 hours of multi-engine time

>  Airline Transport Pilot Certificate 

>  First Class Medical Certificate 

*New Flexjet pilots average 3,500 hours of flight experience.
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FLY FARTHER WHILE LEAVING FERRY FEES BEHIND

As a Flexjet Owner, you may now take advantage of expanded service areas while 
having ferry fees waived when flying to and from select destinations outside of 
the continental United States. This unprecedented offer provides the freedom to 
travel ferry-free to a wide array of international destinations onboard our closed 
fleet of aircraft. Journey to the Caribbean Islands onboard a Praetor 500, to Hawaii 
in a Challenger 350, to Hong Kong in a Gulfstream G650, and more, all without 
ferry fees.

Whether for business or pleasure, we invite you to take advantage of yet another 
reason to fly with Flexjet.

THE PRIMARY SERVICE AREA (PSA) INCLUDES:

>  The 48 contiguous United States (excluding Alaska and Hawaii)

>  The Bahamas, Mexico north of the twenty-third (23rd) parallel plus 
Cabo San Lucas

>  Any point within 225 statute miles of the border of the contiguous 
United States

Travel within this area is always ferry-free for all aircraft groups.

SECONDARY SERVICE AREA

>  Destinations within the Secondary Service Area are divided into 
four zones, while each aircraft in our fleet belongs to one of four 
groups. In other words, each aircraft group coordinates with a 
specific ferry waiver zone. 

Aircraft owned must be mission capable in locations covered by program.

For a single flight to fly ferry-free, the flight must be between the Primary Service Area and the ferry waiver zone that pertains to the aircraft 
owned. If a single flight does not meet these requirements, you will be invoiced for 70% of the hourly rate plus fuel and applicable exchange ratio. 

Zones are determined by 1.) the aircraft owned, for requested and confirmed aircraft upgrades and 2.) the aircraft requested, for requested and 
confirmed aircraft downgrades. A multiple-flight itinerary has additional requirements that must be met to be exempt from ferry fees. Please 
consult the Program Agreements for all details.

International fees may apply. Certain countries may be operationally prohibited due to governmental restrictions and may change from time to time.
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ZONE 1

This area includes Alaska, Bermuda, the Caribbean Islands, plus the balance of 
Canada, Mexico and Central America not included in the Primary Service Area. 

> Travel to and from locations in Zone 1 requires a 48-hour notice 
and is ferry-free for all aircraft groups.

ZONE 2

This area encompasses Hawaii, Greenland, Iceland, Western Europe, plus areas of 
Northern and Southern Europe including Italy, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and the 
United Kingdom.

> Travel to and from locations in Zone 2 requires a 72-hour notice 
and is ferry-free for aircraft groups 2 through 4 only.

ZONE 3

This area includes the remainder of the Southern and Northern regions of Europe, 
areas of Eastern Europe – Belarus (Minsk), Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Poland, Romania, Russia (St. Petersburg and Moscow), Slovakia, Ukraine (L’viv and 
Kyiv) – plus Cyprus, Israel, Morocco, and Turkey.

> Travel to and from locations in Zone 3 requires a 120-hour 
notice and is ferry-free for aircraft groups 3 and 4 only.

ZONE 4

This area includes all of South America plus China (including Hong Kong and 
Macau), India and Japan.

> Travel to and from locations in Zone 4 requires a 120-hour 
notice and is ferry-free for aircraft group 4 only.
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AIRCRAFT GROUP 1

>  Phenom 300

>  Legacy 450

>  Praetor 500

AIRCRAFT GROUP 2

>  Challenger 350

 AIRCRAFT GROUP 3

>  Gulfstream G450

>  Gulfstream G500  (coming soon)

 AIRCRAFT GROUP 4

>  Gulfstream G650

>  Gulfstream G700  (coming soon)
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BERMUDA

UNITED STATES

BRAZIL

COLOMBIA

VENEZUELA

PERU

BOLIVIA

ARGENTINA

PARAGUAY

ECUADOR

PANAMA

COSTA RICA

GUYANA

SURINAME
FRENCH GUIANA

CANADA

ALASKA

GREENLAND

MEXICO

Gulf of Mexico

Hudson Bay Labrador Sea

Caribbean Sea

23rd Parallel

North 
Atlantic Ocean

North 
Paci�c Ocean

Arctic Ocean

CABO
 SAN LUCAS

CHILE

URUGUAY

HONDURAS

EL SALVADOR

GUATEMALA

BELIZE

NICARAGUA

HAWAII

NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAS

ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4

NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAS

PRIMARY ZONE 1PRIMARY ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4
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CARIBBEAN ISLANDS

PRIMARY ZONE 1PRIMARY ZONE 1

CAYMAN ISLANDS

CUBA
TURKS AND CAICOS

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

PUERTO RICO

TRINIDAD & 
TOBAGO

ANGUILLA

ST. MARTIN

ANTIGUA

DOMINICA

MARTINIQUE

BARBADOS
ST. LUCIA

ST. VINCENT 
& THE GRENADINES

ST. KITTS

SABA
ST. EUSTATIUS

GUADELOUPE

GRENADA

ARUBA

CURAÇAO

BONAIRE

US VIRGIN 
ISLANDS

BRITISH VIRGIN
ISLANDS

THE BAHAMAS

JAMAICA
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MINSK

ST. PETERSBURG

MOSCOW

L’VIV KYIV

CANARY ISLANDS

MADEIRA

AZORES

MALTA

Black Sea

Norwegian Sea

North Sea

Mediterranean 
Sea

Tyrrheanean 
Sea

Baltic Sea

IRELAND

ESTONIA

LATVIA

NETHERLANDS

DENMARK

BELGUIM

SWITZ.

LUX.

AUSTRIA

SLOVENIA

CROATIA

CORSICA
(FR)

SARDINIA
(IT)

SICILY
(IT)

SLOVAKIA

HUNGARY

PORTUGAL

LITHUANIA

CZECH REP.

POLAND

ROMANIA

BULGARIA

SERBIA

TURKEY

GERMANY

FRANCE

ITALY

SPAIN

MOROCCO

NORWAY

U.K.

ICELAND

SWEDEN

FINLAND

GREECE

ISRAEL

CYPRUS

BOSNIA AND 
HERZEGOVINA

MONTENEGRO

ALBANIA

MACEDONIA

CANARY ISLANDS

MADEIRA

AZORES

MALTA

EUROPE, WESTERN ASIA, AND NORTHERN AFRICA

ZONE 2 ZONE 3
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HONG KONG

MACAU

HONG KONG

MACAU

CHINA

INDIA

South China
Sea

Bay of Bengal

Arabian Sea

Philippine Sea

East China Sea

JAPAN

EAST & SOUTH ASIA

ZONE 4
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Alaska

Bermuda*

Canada

> Cities beyond 225 miles  

 from the United States 

 border, except where   

 access is restricted

Caribbean

> Anguilla

> Antigua

> Aruba

> Bahamian Islands

> Barbados

> British Virgin Islands

> Cayman Islands

> Cuba

> Dominica

> Dominican Republic

> Grenada

> Guadeloupe

> Jamaica

> Martinique

> Netherlands Antilles

> Puerto Rico

> St. Kitts 

> St. Lucia

> St. Vincent and the  

 Grenadines

> Trinidad and Tobago

> Turks and Caicos

> U.S. Virgin Islands

Central America

> Belize

> Costa Rica

> El Salvador

> Guatemala

> Honduras

> Nicaragua

> Panama

Mexico

> Cities south of the  

 23rd parallel

ZONE 1

PHENOM 300  |   LEGACY 450  |   PRAETOR 500

*Phenom 300 not available for travel to Bermuda
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All locations in Zone 1, plus: 

Europe

> Austria

> Belgium

> France (including Corsica)

> Germany

> Ireland

> Italy (including Sardinia & Sicily)

> Luxembourg

> Netherlands

> Portugal

> Scotland

> Spain

> Switzerland

> United Kingdom

Greenland

Hawaii

Iceland

ZONE 2

CHALLENGER 350
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All locations in Zones 1 & 2, plus:

Belarus 

> Minsk

Cyprus

Europe

> Albania

> Azores

> Bosnia & Herzegovina

> Bulgaria

> Canary Islands

> Croatia

> Czech Republic

> Denmark

> Estonia

> Finland

> Gibraltar

> Greece

> Hungary

> Kosovo

> Latvia

> Lithuania

 

> Macedonia

> Madeira

> Malta

> Montenegro

> Norway

> Poland

> Romania

> Serbia

> Slovakia

> Slovenia

> Sweden

Israel

Morocco

Russia

> Moscow

> St. Petersburg

Turkey

Ukraine

> Kyiv

> L’viv

ZONE 3

GULFSTREAM G450  |   GULFSTREAM G500
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All locations in Zones 1, 2 & 3, plus:

China

> Including Hong Kong & Macau

India

Japan

South America

> Argentina

> Bolivia

> Brazil

> Chile

> Colombia

> Ecuador

> French Guiana

> Guyana

> Paraguay

> Peru

> Suriname

> Uruguay

> Venezuela

ZONE 4

GULFSTREAM G650  |   GULFSTREAM G700
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL CONSIDERATIONS
Language and cuisine are not the only things that change when traveling internation-
ally. Aircraft regulations also vary from country to country. To plan a non-domestic 
flight, simply contact your Owner Experience team, who will work alongside our 
international travel planners to ensure you enjoy a seamless journey from start-to-
finish. Listed below are a few topics to consider.

>  Noise restrictions and curfews – Most international airports operate fewer 
than 24 hours per day. In addition, many have implemented mandatory noise 
restrictions, which prevent aircraft from arriving or departing from late in the 
evening through the early morning hours.

>  Customs – International customs inspections occur much more frequently 
than in North America and can cause additional delays.

>  Slots – Most international airports require airport reservations (slots) or PPR 
(prior permission required) for aircraft to depart or land. Slots are limited 
and are issued on a first-come, first-served basis, so there are no guarantees 
that one will be available. If a slot is needed, we will note it on your itinerary 
and will work directly with you on available slot times. To accommodate this, 
please allow some flexibility in your schedule. 

 In addition, please provide commercial connecting flight information (if 
applicable), since some airports will not allow arrivals or departures without 
a connecting commercial flight.
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INTERNATIONAL CANCELL ATION

In the event of a canceled international trip, any nonrefundable expenses (includ-
ing third-party fees) incurred by Flexjet during the booking process will be reflect-
ed on your invoice. 

EUROPEAN EXCHANGE PROGRAM

With a dedicated fleet of European-based aircraft, we offer you point-to-point, 
intra-European travel capabilities. Experience seamless overseas trip booking and 
enjoy the Flexjet standard of service from anywhere in Europe. Our European-based 
fleet of aircraft is not only the most comfortable and stylish way to travel, it’s also 
the most convenient. This new program is simply an extension of the global reach 
we’ve always offered our Owners. Flexjet Owners can access our European fleet using 
annual contract hours at exclusive aircraft exchange ratios. For a full list, contact 
your Owner Experience team or log in to your account.
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INTERNATIONAL GROUND TRANSPORTATION

We can assist you in arranging ground transportation for international travel. Please 
note that outside of the United States and Canada, options may be limited, and 
third-party services can be unreliable in certain locations. Vehicles may be smaller 
than you are accustomed to for both rentals and chauffeured services. For chauf-
feured services, you may need to consider two vehicles if you are traveling with a 
large amount of baggage. 

We encourage you to advise your Owner Experience team of your transportation 
needs as early as possible so that we may arrange the best possible solution. 

Some countries require that drivers obtain an international driving permit (IDP), 
which translates the driver’s information into several languages. We suggest that all 
international drivers obtain an IDP. 
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CLEARING CUSTOMS
The procedures for customs inspections vary from agent-to-agent and airport-to-
airport. For example, some agents prefer to board aircraft and conduct inspections 
with the crew and passengers on board. Other officials will have the crew and 
passengers disembark from the aircraft and enter the FBO, while some airports have 
specific buildings designated for customs inspections. Customs officials may have 
the captain lead the passengers to the customs office for inspection. 

Generally, all passengers are asked to remain on board the aircraft until the inspec-
tion is completed and the aircraft and its passengers are cleared. Once the inspection 
is complete, your crew will be happy to unload your baggage, contact any individuals 
waiting for you, or pick up any additional passengers flying with you. 

Conducting any of the aforementioned activities before clearance is granted will 
violate security regulations and may lead to severe fines and/or deportation. As a 
standard operating procedure for all trips that require a customs stop, a buffer of up 
to one hour is included for all customs inspections.

Flexjet requires a minimum advanced notice of 48 hours when scheduling interna-
tional flights, although this amount may vary from country to country. For example, 
certain areas in Canada and Mexico require a minimum notice of 10 hours for frac-
tional and lease Owners. You will need to supply all names, nationalities, passport 
numbers, visa information, dates of birth and residency information during the trip 
booking process. This will expedite customs clearance and improve the probability 
of a smooth entry.
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CUSTOMS PRECLEARANCE

United States Customs provides limited opportunities for preclearance. Locations in-
clude St. Thomas and St. Croix in the U.S. Virgin Islands, as well as Shannon, Ireland. 
For more information, speak with your Owner Experience team. 

CUSTOMS OVERFLIGHTS

For international flights returning to the United States, a passenger or passengers 
may skip their first Port of Entry into the U.S. if the final destination features an 
official U.S. Customs and Border Patrol Port of Entry.

CANADA

Private aircraft entering Canada with less than 15 passengers and crew may ar-
range Canadian Customs through the Canada Customs Telephone Reporting Center 
by submitting the requested information before arrival. For flights with 15 or more 
passengers and crew, please notify your Owner Experience team at least 48 hours in 
advance, as additional steps may be required. Please note that most aircraft will still 
have to be cleared through customs by an inspector. The inspectors will determine 
whether there is a need to personally inspect the aircraft, passengers or crew.

CABOTAGE

Cabotage regulations vary from country to country, so be sure to ask your Owner 
Experience team about international travel restrictions. Under current customs reg-
ulations existing in select countries, aircraft registered in the United States may 
not travel from one city directly to another city within the same foreign country if 
there are only residents of that foreign country on board. If all passengers are non-
U.S. residents, the aircraft must travel to select foreign countries from the United 
States or from select foreign countries to the United States. Flights without residents 
of foreign countries maintaining cabotage regulations on board may travel direct-
ly from one foreign city to another as long as the flight is conducted under Part 91K. 
Please note that some countries make the distinction between residency and citi-
zenship, so it is important to supply these details to your Owner Experience team 
when booking a trip.
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DOCUMENTATION FOR ADULTS
A passport is required for international travel, and it is the responsibility of each 
passenger to produce evidence of citizenship at the customs office of the foreign 
country you are entering. In some instances, a visa is required. Visas are obtained 
either through the local office of the U.S. Department of State in your city or 
through travel.state.gov. A driver’s license is no longer considered proof of citi-
zenship, but it may be used as photo identification in conjunction with the other 
documents listed above.

Please notify your Owner Experience team if you plan to have any non-U.S. citizens 
flying with you on international flights to the United States. When traveling on pri-
vate aircraft, it is necessary that visas be obtained before departure. The captain of 
any international flight with a destination in the United States will check to ensure 
that all passengers have the necessary documents before departure. Any passenger 
without the proper documentation will be unable to board the aircraft.

The United States requires a visa in conjunction with a passport from citizens of many 
particular countries for travel to and from the United States. The United States will 
allow citizens of Canada to enter without a visa. Contact the U.S. Consulate in your 
country if you are unsure whether a visa is necessary. For a list of U.S. Consulates 
overseas, please see the U.S. Department of State website at usembassy.gov.

VISA WAIVER PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

The Visa Waiver Program (VWP) allows citizens or nationals from participating coun-
tries to travel to the United States without a visa for stays of 90 days or less when 
they meet all requirements. Travelers must be eligible to use the VWP and have valid 
Electronic System for Travel Authorization (ESTA) approval prior to travel. If you are 
eligible to travel on the VWP but prefer to have a visa in your passport, you may still 
apply for a visitor (B) visa.
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In order to travel without a visa on the VWP, you must have authorization through the 
ESTA prior to boarding a U.S.-bound air carrier. ESTA is the Department of Homeland 
Security, Customs and Border Protection’s (CBP) automated web-based system used 
to determine eligibility to travel without a visa to the United States for tourism or 
business. For more detailed information or to apply for ESTA and pay the associated 
fee, visit esta.cbp.dhs.gov/esta.

You must travel on an approved air carrier in accordance with federal regulations 
governing General Aviation aircraft. You must also have a round-trip ticket or trip 
itinerary indicating return passage to a country outside the United States.

If you have previously been denied or refused a visa or have otherwise been found 
ineligible to receive a U.S. visa, you must regain eligibility in order to travel to the 
U.S. on the Visa Waiver Program. If you have had a U.S. visa before or have previously 
traveled to the United States under VWP or another status, you must have complied 
with the conditions of previous admissions to the United States. You must have a 
passport that is valid for at least six months after your planned departure from the 
United States (unless exempted by country-specific agreements). 

In addition, your passport must be machine-readable and have an integrated chip 
containing information from the passport data page. Additional requirements 
may be necessary depending on the country of citizenship. The e-Passport and 
machine-readable passport requirements are in compliance with standards set by 
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). 

A machine-readable passport has certain biographical data entered on the data page, 
which is scanned at the port of entry when you seek to enter the United States. 
Travelers should contact their country’s passport issuing agency or authority if they 
have questions as to whether their passport is machine-readable.
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DOCUMENTATION FOR MINORS
Many governments, including that of the United States, have initiated procedures 
that encourage, and sometimes require, documented evidence that both parents 
and/or legal guardian(s) permit a child to travel internationally. Having such docu-
mentation on hand, even if not required, may facilitate efficient entry to and depar-
ture from international locations. 

Flexjet requires that all children under the age of 18 traveling with only one parent 
or without both parents or legal guardian(s) provide an original notarized letter 
signed by the non-traveling parent(s) or legal guardian(s) authorizing international 
travel, stating: 

“ I  ACKNOWLEDGE THAT MY WIFE/HUSBAND/ETC. IS TRAVELING OUT OF 

THE COUNTRY WITH MY SON/DAUGHTER. THEY/HE/SHE HAVE/HAS MY 

PERMISSION TO DO SO.”

If there is no second parent with legal claims to the child (deceased, etc.), then 
any other relevant paperwork such as a death certificate, a court decision, or a birth 
certificate naming only one parent can be useful supplemental information. This 
letter will need to be provided to your Owner Experience team to finalize travel 
arrangements for any minors. 

Although U.S. Customs and Border Protection does not require such documentation, 
any person or persons traveling with a child without these documents may be de-
layed or detained until permission to travel has been verified. All children who are 
U.S. citizens should have a certified copy of their birth certificate, and children over 
the age of 14 should also have photo identification. 

Flexjet requires all documentation listed above for a child under the age of 18 to 
travel internationally. Failure to produce notarized permission letters and/or birth 
certificates will result in passengers being refused entry.
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PL ANTS AND ANIMALS
The U.S. Department of Agriculture restricts the entry of fruits, vegetables, plants, 
plant products, soil, meats, meat products, birds, snails, live animals and animal 
products to prevent dangerous agricultural pests from entering the United States. 
All agricultural items in baggage, storage, lunches or garbage need to be declared 
with a customs officer. Any prohibited items may be confiscated by customs. 

Please note that any catering or other food items may be prohibited or subject to 
removal from the aircraft by customs officers when you are entering a foreign coun-
try. If you have a short flight segment before crossing international borders, please 
notify your Owner Experience team so that your catering may be delivered after you 
have cleared customs associated with the country you are entering.

Please notify your Owner Experience team at least one day before your departure date 
if you are bringing plants and/or animals into the United States.

PETS TAKEN OUTSIDE THE CONTIGUOUS U.S.

Under FAA guidelines, pets traveling abroad need to be placed in animal carriers that 
are clearly labeled with the names and addresses of the shipper and consignee, as 
well as an accurate invoice stating the type and number of species contained.

Pets taken outside of the contiguous United States, including Hawaii, are subject 
to the same regulations when returning to the contiguous United States as those 
entering the country for the first time. As such, pets may be required to receive spe-
cific vaccinations prior to entry or to quarantine upon arrival into a foreign country. 
International laws regarding the admittance of pets vary from country to country. 
Please notify your Owner Experience team if you plan to take a pet outside of the 
contiguous United States, including Hawaii, so that the appropriate embassy can 
be consulted about requirements and communicate any mandatory rules or regu-
lations. Please note that the hours of service for inspectors will vary from airport to 
airport, and your Owner Experience team will obtain the pertinent information for 
pet inspection.
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AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

MINIMUM RUNWAY REQUIREMENTS 

We have established standard operating policies for the minimum runway length 
and width required for each of our program aircraft, based on aircraft performance 
and safety considerations. Your Owner Experience team will find the airport nearest 
to your point of origin and destination that meets these minimum requirements.

Please understand that aircraft takeoff and landing performance calculations are 
dependent on many variables (wind, temperature, altitude, weight, runway surface 
and contamination, etc.), and consequently change from day to day.

Flexjet uses a state-of-the-art aircraft performance program provided by ForeFlight 
that gives crews the maximum allowable takeoff and landing weights for specific 
airports. If the day’s conditions do not allow for the arrival or departure of Flexjet 
program aircraft, your Owner Experience team will work with you to find an alternate 
solution (e.g., change in departure, nearby alternate airport, fuel stop options).

MOUNTAIN AIRPORTS

Flexjet prides itself in providing first-class service to some of the world’s most popu-
lar mountain resorts. However, many of these airports have unique challenges based 
on their elevation and surrounding terrain. Low visibility, winds, and aircraft volume 
are concerns when traveling to and from most mountain-based airports, especially 
in winter weather conditions. In addition, summer conditions can present obstacles 
such as extreme heat and severe storms. Because of these challenges, Flexjet does 
not allow nighttime operations.
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CREW DUTY TIME
For your safety, federal regulations and Flexjet policy regulate crewmember rest and 
duty limitations. Our Operations Control Center (OCC) plans each day’s schedule to 
ensure trips will be completed within the allotted duty time and crews receive the 
required amount of rest. Extensions of duty are allowed for circumstances beyond 
our control (weather, air traffic control delays, etc.) but, no crewmember is allowed 
to be on duty for longer than 14 hours in one duty period. However, international 
flights operated by an augmented flight crew may travel for more than 14 hours 
as long as no crewmember is on duty for more than 14 hours in one duty period. 
Arrangements for your trip (another flight crew, aircraft, etc.) will be made by the 
OCC in the event of a crew duty time limitation.
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RESERVATIONS AND SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Certain airports require reservations (slots) to manage traffic flow. Although you may 
book your trip weeks or months in advance, our Scheduling Department is not able 
to obtain the slots until 72 hours before your trip. At the time of booking, you will be 
notified if slot restrictions apply to your travel.

If the desired slot is not available for the time of your flight, your Owner Experience 
team will present options for your trip. Options may include an alternate airport or a 
change in flight time. Additionally, some alternate airports charge increased landing 
fees, which will be reflected on your trip invoice.

DOMESTIC AIRPORTS REQUIRING SLOTS YEAR-ROUND:

>  New York, La Guardia (LGA)  
Arrival and departure slots are required from 6:00am to 10:00pm Monday 
through Friday, and 12:00pm to 10:00pm on Saturday. Slots are valid from 
the top of the hour to 59 minutes past the hour.

>  Washington National Airport (DCA)  
Because of heightened security levels, travel to or from Ronald Reagan 
Washington National Airport in Washington, D.C. (DCA) is highly restricted 
and requires funding to hire an approved armed officer. Ask your Owner 
Experience team for the latest information on flights to or from DCA.

>  The Airport at Ocean Reef (07FA)  
Because it is a private facility, the Airport at Ocean Reef limits the number 
of operations per day and requires prior permission in the form of a slot 
reservation made through the Ocean Reef Club. These reservations require 
a membership number. Please notify your Owner Experience team if you are 
interested in landing at the Airport at Ocean Reef. 

SEASONAL AIRPORTS

During peak travel season, the FAA may require slots at certain mountain-area resort 
locations in Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. Flow Control measures may 
also be executed in the form of an Expect Departure Clearance Time (EDCT) issued by 
an Air Traffic Control center. To manage heavy traffic, your aircraft may be assigned 
an EDCT that designates a specific arrival and departure time. Your Owner Experience 
team will assist you in identifying airports requiring slots when planning your trip. 
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SPECIAL EVENTS

Throughout the year, certain events may trigger an increase in travel to a specific 
region. During these times, the FAA implements a special traffic management pro-
gram. Although many of these events are recurring (e.g., the Super Bowl, Kentucky 
Derby, U.S. Open and the Masters golf tournament), the FAA does not typically issue 
the advisory notifications of the Temporary Flight Restriction (TFR), such as a slot 
program, until two weeks before the event. As with most slot programs, the actual 
slot may not be obtained until 72 hours before travel, regardless of when the trip 
was booked.

TEMPORARY FLIGHT RESTRICTION (TFR)

A Temporary Flight Restriction issued by the FAA prohibits aircraft access to defined 
portions of airspace for a set or sometimes undefined period of time. Causes can 
range from severe weather to travel involving government officials or foreign digni-
taries, while heavy travel to a specific event can also trigger the issuing of a TFR (the 
Super Bowl, for example).

PEAK TRAVEL DAYS
To ensure that your travel plans run smoothly, we predict and manage high-demand 
periods. During each calendar year, we designate select days as peak days, during 
which special operational procedures are in place. Please keep the following in mind 
when planning to fly on a peak travel day:

> Please call 48 hours before a peak day to schedule travel. For example, 
if you wish to travel on April 4 and it is selected as a peak day, we ask 
that you notify us by 11:59 p.m. on April 1.

> We reserve the right to adjust your departure time by up to three hours. 
If an adjustment is necessary, your Owner Experience team will notify 
you no later than the night prior to your departure. 

> Upgrades, downgrades and use of multiple aircraft may not be 
guaranteed. Please refer to your contract for details.
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RED L ABEL™ BY FLEXJET
We have chosen to further augment our ownership experience with Red Label by 
Flexjet. Enjoy the very best of whole ownership for a fraction of the cost, along with 
a level of consistency that far surpasses that delivered by other providers. With Red 
Label, Owners of midsize or larger aircraft receive a fully dedicated crew, custom-de-
signed interiors from our exclusive LXi Cabin Collection™, access to the industry’s 
youngest and most advanced fleet, and much more.

THE LXi CABIN COLLECTION™

Designed to transport you well beyond your destination, our LXi Cabin Collection™ 
presents the most stunning interior designs in all of private aviation. Not unlike a 
boutique hotel, every atmosphere has a unique story to tell. Available on select air-
craft, each space features custom elements such as premium, hand-stitched leather, 
exotic wood veneers, masterful metalwork, and tailored textiles.

DEDICATED CREWS

Before each flight begins, you are greeted by a level of familiarity still considered 
unconventional in private aviation. The only program of its kind, Red Label provides 
you with a dedicated crew exclusive to your jet’s specific tail number. Similar to whole 
aircraft ownership, having a single crew means you only fly with those who know 
your aircraft, your needs, and your preferences implicitly. The result is a seamless, 
personalized experience every time you fly. 

INDUSTRY'S YOUNGEST FLEET

The youngest private fleet in all of aviation, every journey on a Flexjet aircraft is a 
modern experience. Intuitive technology and contemporary appointments can trans-
form a productive environment into a restful retreat at a moment’s notice. Meanwhile, 
leading-edge engineering from the likes of Bombardier, Embraer, and Gulfstream 
delivers more efficient performance that provides improved speed and range com-
pared to older aircraft. 

*Red Label by Flexjet and its associated benefits are subject to change at any time and only apply to select flight program 
and aircraft offerings. Benefits may vary dependent upon the specific terms and conditions contained in your contract. 

Please see your contract agreement for more information. 
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VERSATILITY PLUS™
Versatility Plus is an innovative Flexjet concept that allows fractional and lease Owners 
to customize their annual flight hours to align with the actual number of flight hours 
required each year. Draw up to 25% of your annual allocated hours from Versatility 
Plus on the same or different aircraft type as long as the pool has hours available. 
Available to other Owners within the Versatility Plus pool. If you’re flying less than 
you expected, reduce your costs by selling hours to other Flexjet Owners. If you’re 
flying more than expected, you may also purchase hours from other Flexjet Owners 
in the same or different cabin types.

HOW VERSATILITY PLUS WORKS:

>  Unused Hours 
Place up to 25% of your annual allocation of fractional hours after they 
have been accrued into the Versatility Plus pool each year.

>  Waiting Pool 
Unused flight hours wait in the pool until another Owner makes a 
request for them.

>  Request Hours 
Draw up to 25% of your annual allocated hours from Versatility Plus – 
on the same or different aircraft type – as long as the pool has hours 
available.

*Owner benefits are subject to change at any time and vary dependent upon the specific terms and conditions contained in your contract. 
Some benefits only available with select Flexjet programs. Please see your contract agreement for more information.
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OWNER REFERRAL PROGRAM
Over the years, a significant part of our new business has come from referrals. To 
show our appreciation, we have created a program that incentivizes our Owners to 
tell friends and colleagues about Flexjet.

If you know someone who would benefit from our private jet travel programs, refer 
them. If your referral signs a contract with Flexjet, we will apply a credit to your 
account or that of your referral – you choose.

INSURANCE
Flexjet arranges for and obtains all-risk hull insurance and provides third-party 
passenger liability insurance in an amount not less than $300-million combined 
single-limit liability coverage.
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PRIVATE TERMINALS AND PREFERRED  
FIXED-BASE OPERATORS
Our network of private terminals is open exclusively to Flexjet Owners. Each terminal 
is staffed by a dedicated Flexjet gate agent who is on hand to assist with anything 
you need. By bookending each trip with personalized service and premium amenities, 
we further elevate your travel experience.

Private terminals in White Plains, New York; Naples, Florida; and West Palm Beach, 
Florida are open exclusively to Flexjet Owners, with locations in Dallas, Texas; 
Teterboro, New Jersey; and Scottsdale, Arizona coming soon. The next time you fly, 
avoid the congestion. Contact your Owner Experience team for a complete list of 
Flexjet private terminals. 

In addition to branded private terminals, Flexjet has established a list of preferred 
FBOs throughout our primary and secondary service areas. FBOs are the aircraft 
arrival and departure points that provide needed services. Our preferred FBOs give 
Flexjet Owners priority status for everything from catering to aircraft ground handling 
requirements such as maintenance, fueling and hangars. Feel free to contact your 
Owner Experience team for updates on preferred FBOs.

CLEVELAND, Ohio

LONDON, England

WHITE PLAINS, New York
TETERBORO, New Jersey

OPEN COMING SOON

WEST PALM BEACH, Florida

DALLAS, Texas
SCOTTSDALE, Arizona

NAPLES, Florida

MILAN, Italy
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W E S T  P A L M  B E A C H ,  F L O R I D A
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GROUND TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE
Flexjet works closely with nationally recognized vendors to meet the ground trans-
portation needs of our Owners. Upon request, your Owner Experience team can assist 
you in booking ground transportation associated with your flight while providing 
quotes from various vendors.

RENTAL VEHICLES

Rental vehicles are typically arranged through agencies that will deliver to a fixed 
base operator (FBO). An FBO is a private terminal that provides aviation services for 
personal and business aircraft. If you have a preference for a specific rental vehicle 
vendor, please notify your Owner Experience team at the time of booking. To expedite 
the booking process, please provide your rental car membership numbers.

Please note that unless you have a membership number from the corresponding 
agency, many car rental agencies will not deliver to an FBO or will only deliver to an 
FBO on an as-available basis. The same applies to collections of vehicles at an FBO. 
We will always request that your rental car be delivered and returned to your FBO. We 
will notify you prior to your flight if these services are not available.

CHAUFFEURED SERVICES

Your Owner Experience team can also book chauffeured services. Simply provide the 
number of passengers and the amount of baggage that will be transported. Please 
specify whether you will be traveling with any large items such as golf clubs or ski 
equipment. Your Owner Experience team should also be advised if you are traveling 
with pets.

TAXI & SHUT TLE SERVICES

If taxi or shuttle services will be needed, please notify your Owner Experience team 
when booking your trip. You may also notify the crew before arrival at your final 
destination and they will make the appropriate arrangements with the FBO. 
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GROUND TRANSPORTATION ARRANGED BY OWNER

If you have arranged your own ground transportation, please provide your Owner 
Experience team with your reservation information, including vendor name, phone 
number, type of vehicle and confirmation number. This information will be includ-
ed on your trip itinerary and will advise the Operations Control Center (OCC) and 
your crew of your ground transportation needs. It will also ensure that the ground 
transportation company is updated on any changes to your arrival time. Please refer 
to the International Travel section for additional information on international ground 
transportation considerations.
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PARTNERSHIPS

Life is about more than just business; it’s about experiences. Moments that capti-
vate the senses, inspire the mind, and create lasting memories. As a Flexjet Owner, 
you can explore our bespoke collection of brand partnerships. Our partners bring you 
exclusive offers and event access that extend the advantages of Flexjet Ownership 
well beyond your aircraft. Plus, our special events team plans and sponsors several 

can’t-miss gatherings, panel discussions, and charity auctions throughout each year.

HOTELS & RESORTS

Homes away from home. Flexjet has selectively partnered with exquisite boutique 
hotels in markets that our Owners frequent most to create truly one-of-a-kind expe-
riences only available to Flexjet Owners. 

WINERIES & VINTNERS

For the love of wine, we have partnered with a premier group of vintners in the Napa 
and Sonoma Valley regions to create curated experiences exclusive to our Owners.

TRAVEL SERVICES

In our commitment to extending our renowned Red Label service beyond your in-
flight experiences, we have proudly partnered with a select group of elite operators 
to elevate your travel needs beyond the cabin. 

LIFESTYLE

A shared spirit for innovation and fanatical attention to detail has united us with 
a select group of partners to offer our Owners premium benefits and experiences. 
From fashion and fine cuisine to wellness, adventure and beyond, each brand fits 
our approach to memorable moments in luxury.

Please visit experience.flexjet.com to explore our current partners and to download 
our partnership guide.
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OUR FLEET
We manage a modern, high-performance collection of Gulfstream, Bombardier, and 
Embraer aircraft. Our fleet is among the most technologically advanced in the private 
aviation industry, providing our Owners with the very latest in aircraft performance, 
connectivity and comfort. From the efficient Phenom 300 to the ultra-long-range 
Gulfstream G650, our program aircraft fit all missions and Owner preferences. 
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PHENOM 300  [ LIGHT ]

Born to perform, the extraordinary Phenom 300 by Embraer flies high, fast and fierce. 
It not only features more legroom and headroom than comparable seven-passenger 
light jets, but also flies farther for less. Every inch of the Phenom 300 was created with 
simplicity and elegance, superior spaciousness and exceptional ergonomics in mind.
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PHENOM 300 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
7 PASSENGERS

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
76 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED
430 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
1,971 NM

ENDURANCE
4 HOURS 30 MINUTES

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

17 ’2”  X 5 ’1”  X 4 ’11”

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM*

CABIN SPEAKERS

DVD PL AYER

FULL-LENGTH L AV MIRROR & WINDOW

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

POWER OUTLETS

VIDEO MONITORS*

WI-FI®

*Available on select tail numbers

5 FT  1  IN

17  FT  2  IN
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LEGACY 450  [ MIDSIZE ]

The Legacy 450 by Embraer is a game-changer and Flexjet is the first and only frac-
tional provider to offer it. With a stand-up cabin and flat floor, you can fly with up to 
eight passengers and enjoy an unprecedented amount of luggage space. Adorned 
with interiors from the exclusive LXi Cabin Collection™ and featuring advanced fly-
by-wire flight controls, this aircraft is a disruptive presence in private jet travel and 
is challenging traditional midsize jets.
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LEGACY 450 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
8 PASSENGERS

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
150 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED 
461 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
2,900 NM

ENDURANCE
6 HOURS

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

22’6” X 6 ’10” X 6 ’

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM

CABIN SPEAKERS

DATA PORTS

DVD PL AYER

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

HONEYWELL® APP-BASED CABIN SYSTEM

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

MICROWAVE

POWER OUTLETS

VIDEO MONITORS

WI-FI®

6 FT  10  IN

22  FT  6  IN
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PRAETOR 500  [ MIDSIZE ]

Developed using more than 35,000 hours of our own flight data, the Praetor 500 
from Embraer is the fastest, most advanced aircraft in the midsize segment, offering 
both class-leading range and cabin altitude. Fly-by-wire technology and a nearly 
silent stand-up cabin combine to deliver a remarkably smooth and comfortable 
experience for up to eight passengers, while 150 cubic feet of baggage space and in-
flight luggage access make it easy to bring – and retrieve – exactly what you need.
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PRAETOR 500 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
8 PASSENGERS

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
150 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED 
461 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
3,340 NM

ENDURANCE
7 HOURS

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

22’6” X 6 ’10” X 6 ’

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM

CABIN SPEAKERS

DATA PORTS

DVD PL AYER

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

HONEYWELL® APP-BASED CABIN SYSTEM

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

MICROWAVE

POWER OUTLETS

VIDEO MONITORS

WI-FI®

6 FT  10  IN

22  FT  6  IN
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CHALLENGER 350  [ SUPER-MIDSIZE ]

Purpose-built for productivity and style, the Challenger 350 by Bombardier provides 
the ultimate in-flight experience. Its flat floor and stand-up height help to set this 
cabin apart from other super-midsize aircraft. Supple, ergonomic leather seats, exotic 
woods and sleek artisanal trim adorn the space, while a revolutionary side-ledge con-
cept and an advanced cabin management system are among the many innovations 
that reward passengers with new levels of comfort and control.
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CHALLENGER 350 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
8 PASSENGERS
9 PASSENGERS  WITH BELTED  L AV

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
106 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED
469 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
3,200 NM

ENDURANCE
7 HOURS 45 MINUTES

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

28’7”  X 7 ’2”  X 6 ’1”

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM

CABIN SPEAKERS

DATA PORTS

DVD PL AYER

ESPRESSO MACHINE

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

IN-FLIGHT LUGGAGE ACCESS

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

MICROWAVE

NICE® APP-BASED CABIN SYSTEM

POWER OUTLETS

VIDEO MONITORS

WI-FI®

7  FT  2  IN

28 FT  7  IN

OPTIONAL BELTED L AV
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GULFSTREAM G450  [ L ARGE CABIN ]

The world’s quintessential business traveler, the Gulfstream G450 makes an unmis-
takable statement everywhere it touches down. At its best when used for internation-
al travel, its low-altitude cabin pressure ensures that passengers arrive feeling fresh 
and alert for whatever their itinerary has in store. Built to maximize productivity, 
the Gulfstream G450 exudes a powerful presence and an effortless elegance both 
at home and abroad.
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GULFSTREAM G450 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
16 PASSENGERS + 1 CABIN SERVER

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
169 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED
476 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
4,350 NM

ENDURANCE
9 HOURS 45 MINUTES

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

45’1”  X 7 ’4”  X 6 ’2”

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM

CABIN SPEAKERS

DATA PORTS

DVD PL AYER

ESPRESSO MACHINE

EXTERIOR 3-CAMERA SYSTEM

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

HONEYWELL® APP-BASED CABIN SYSTEM

IN-FLIGHT LUGGAGE ACCESS

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

MICROWAVE AND WARMING OVEN

POWER OUTLETS

VIDEO MONITORS

WI-FI® [KA/KU-BAND CONNECTIV ITY  COMING SOON]

7  FT  4  IN

45  FT  1  IN
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GULFSTREAM G500  [ ULTRA-LONG-RANGE ]    [  ARRIVING SOON ]

Built to go the distance with the guarantee that every minute will pass quickly 
and comfortably. Connect far-flung destinations in a single flight while indulging 
your penchant for the impeccable. The spacious cabin strikes a harmonic balance 
between personal space and performance. Outfitted in state-of-the-art materials, 
artisanal details, and sophisticated technologies, the intuitively designed interior 
will ensure that you feel right at home at 51,000 feet.
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GULFSTREAM G500 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
12 PASSENGERS + 1 CABIN SERVER

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
175 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED
487 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
5,200 NM

ENDURANCE
9 HOURS 45 MINUTES

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

41’6” X 7 ’11”  X 6 ’4”

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM

CABIN SPEAKERS

DATA PORTS

DVD PL AYER

ESPRESSO MACHINE

EXTERIOR 3-CAMERA SYSTEM

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

IN-FLIGHT LUGGAGE ACCESS

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

KA-BAND HIGH-SPEED WI-FI®

MICROWAVE AND WARMING OVEN

POWER OUTLETS

SATELLITE TV

VIDEO MONITORS

7  FT  1 1  IN

41  FT  6  IN
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GULFSTREAM G650  [ ULTRA-LONG-RANGE ]  
Flexjet Owners have access to one of the most prestigious aircraft in the sky. This 
remarkably engineered jet features a best-in-class cabin altitude with 100% fresh 
air replenished every two minutes to help mitigate travel fatigue. The spacious 
cabin also offers a flexible design configuration for meetings, entertainment, rest 
and relaxation. There is simply room aboard the Gulfstream G650 for everything 
except compromise.
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GULFSTREAM G650 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
15 PASSENGERS + 1 CABIN SERVER

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
195 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED
480 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
7,000 NM

ENDURANCE
10 HOURS [STANDARD CREW]

12 HOURS [SINGLE AUGMENTED CREW]

16 HOURS [DOUBLE AUGMENTED CREW]

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

46’10” X 8 ’6” X 6 ’5”

CABIN AMENITIES
AIRSHOW SYSTEM

CABIN SPEAKERS

DATA PORTS

DVD PL AYER

ESPRESSO MACHINE

EXTERIOR 3-CAMERA SYSTEM

FREEZER AND REFRIGERATOR

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

IN-FLIGHT LUGGAGE ACCESS

INTEGRATED CABIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

KA-BAND HIGH-SPEED WI-FI®

MICROWAVE AND WARMING OVEN

POWER OUTLETS

PRIVATE ENTERTAINMENT SPACE

VIDEO MONITORS

OPTIONAL CREW REST ZONE 

TO MAXIMIZE RANGE ON SELECT 

TAIL NUMBERS
SEAT NOT APPROVED FOR 

TAKEOFF OR L ANDING

8 FT  6  IN

46 FT  10  IN
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GULFSTREAM G700  [ ULTRA-LONG-RANGE ]    [  ARRIVING SOON ]  

Flexjet is proud to be the exclusive North American fleet customer of the all-new 
Gulfstream G700, an aircraft that will deliver more range at faster speeds than 
anything else in its class. Presenting the tallest, widest, and longest cabin in the 
industry, the G700 will house a four-zone cabin with space for work, leisure, or a 
world-class meal. Raising the bar on comfort, the G700 will feature a true circadi-
an lighting system that mimics sunrise and sunset, reducing jet lag while helping 
you acclimate across time zones. What’s more, Ka-band high-speed Wi-Fi lets you 
stay connected, even from 51,000 feet.
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GULFSTREAM G700 SPECIFICATIONS

PASSENGER CAPACITY
COMING SOON

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
195 FT3  (CUBIC FEET)

SPEED
567 TO 600 KNOTS

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING RANGE
6,400 NM @ 600 KNOTS

7,500 NM @ 567 KNOTS

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT

56’11”  X 8 ’2”  X 6 ’3”

CABIN AMENITIES
CABIN SPEAKERS 

DATA PORTS

ESPRESSO MACHINE 

FREEZER AND REFRIGERATOR

FULL REFRESHMENT CENTER 

FULLY ENCLOSED AFT L AVATORY

HEADSETS

IN-FLIGHT LUGGAGE ACCESS

INTEGRATED CABIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

INTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE CLOSET

KA-BAND HIGH-SPEED WI-FI

MASTER SUITE

MICROWAVE AND WARMING OVEN

POWER OUTLETS

PRIVATE ENTERTAINMENT SPACE

SIX-PL ACE DINING OR CONFERENCE 

TABLE

VIDEO MONITORS

WIRELESS DEVICE CHARGING

8 FT  2  IN

56  FT  1 1  IN

[  CABIN CONFIGURATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE ]
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YOU WON’T JUST BE FLOWN, YOU’LL BE MOVED.
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